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Historical Background 

The historical importance of the Eastern Region of Saudi Arabia can 
never be denied; Al-Hasa may have the fame as an oasis, but IÇatif as part of 
it is of no less importance. The territory of latif is divided from Al-Hasa 
province by an intervening range of hills, the most famous of which is know 
as Jabal Mushahhar. This hill, seven hundred feet high, falls about ten miles 
to the south of latif ~ . 

The oasis of I.atif which once had at least ten thousand trees was and 
stili is suitable for growing many types of fruits and vegetables such as 
apricots, figs, melons, lemons, oranges, cucumbers, obergeans and beans 2. 
So the oasis was suitable for a settled population as well as a refuge for tribes. 

Katif was also famous for pearlfishery which was, until recently 
considered as the most important source of income after agriculture. The 
pearls were carried by the tradesmen to India in return for other goods 3, 
particularly spices and scents. Katif also had a reputation for its woodwork 
and minerals such as copper and bronze 4. It is believed that the area was 
covered with forests and was inhabited from very early times 5 . 

* I am grateful to Prof. S. ozbaran for posting me the photocopy of this register to my 

address at King Saud University where I taught History for the 1985-86 academic year and 

kindly agreed that I could study and present it as a paper to the Tenth Turkish Congress of 

History. I also would like to thank Dr. Al-Humaidan who told me that majority of the villages 

recorded in this register stili exist. The transcription alphabet used in Islam Ansiklopedisi is 

followed in this article. 

Palgrave (1865): W.G., .Narrative of a rear's journey through Central and Eastern Arabia. 2 

vols. London and Cambridge, vol. II p. 184. 

2  Al-Muslim (1962): M.S., 	al-Zeheb al-Esved, Beyrut, p. 175 

3  Ibid p. 181 

4  Ibid p. 171 
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latif of today has regained its fame through the discoyery of oil. The 
Turks had prepared a report on an oil seepage behind latif, some six miles 
north-east of the town. It was this report, which opened the way to digging 
for oil and gradually led to the discovery of the great oil dome on the Jabal 
Zahran by Aramco (Standard Oil-preyiously known Casoc) and many 
other wells followed 6 . 

latif, the word giyen to the town, appears to have been driyen from Al-
latf (,..:A.1a.11)7  that is "gathering of fruit or grapes" which may indicate the 
abundance of yineyards and gardens in the region *. The region itself which 
according to the historians extened from Basra to `Umman was at times 
popular by different names: Al-Hatt is a name originally giyen to 
Hecer to Al-Ahsa, and Al-Bahreyn to the Island of EyM ( 	). Some 
historians even claim that the Arabian Gulf was originally called 
Gulf8. 

We do not have details on the city of Iatifitself. Howeyer, according to 
Abu'l-Fiffi's Takvim al-Buldön, the city had a fortress and a ditch. The 
fortress was situated near the yillage of Al-cA~iyye 9  at a site called 
Ciparro ( 	). It is also belieyed that Al-Zara, and Al-Hatt were 

founded at the same site 1°. Since we know that Al-Zara, presently known as 
Al-Ramde ( e>1.4.P ) 	is yery near to present day 1.atif and not yery far 

from Al-eAvinlyyie village 12 , then we may assume that the site in question 
seryed as a building ground for the fortress. The walls of this fortress were 
seven feet high. It had four gates opening to four different directions: Dervz 
al-Bekr to the east, Deryz-i Bb al..~imM to the west, Deryzet al-Sük to the 
south, and finally the Inner Fortress gate to the north 13 . 

The city of latif was strategically situated at a very important place 
and therefore had been subject, to many invasions throughout its history. It 

5  Ibid p. 22-24 
6  Dickson (1956): H.R.P., Kuwait and her .Neighbours, London, pp. 268, 269 and 278. 
7  Al-Muslim (1962) p. 16 

* However, it is a surprise that there is no mention of vineyards or grapes in the register. 
8  Al-Muslim (1962) p. 7; Al-Ahsi: Tarih, called Tuhfet al-Mustefid bi-Tarih Al-Ahsö'fi al- 

Ifadim ve al-Cedid, ed. Muhammed b. `Abd 	 Riyadh 1960, pp. 3, 27; Also cf. 
Vehbe (1967): Ijafiz Cezirel al-Y Arab fi al- liarn al-`1,srin, Cairo, p. 69. 

9  An alphabetical list of the villages, that were recorded in the register, is giyen in the 
appendix. The names of villages mentioned in this article could be checked against this list. 

10 Al-Muslim (1962) p. 41. 
There is a well called `Ayn-7...re near Al-Ramkle. 

12 	p. 69. 
13  Al-Muslim (1962) p. 41. 
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also served as a base to various rulers in the region. The region came under 
the rule of Carmations ", Portuguese and Ottomans. The Portuguese 
occupied the region sometime during 927 H./ 1520 A.D. and held it under 
their rule until 958 H. / 1551 A.D., the year the Ottomans drove them out 
and built a new citadel in Al-Katif15. Although the emir of Al-Katif and Al-
Absa and some other emirs in the Arabian Gulf had already paid homage to 
the Ottomans when Sultan Suleyman, the Legislator, conquered Baghdad 
in 941 H./ 1534 A.D. 16, the region actually didn't come under the direct 
Ottoman rule until the Ottomans defeated the Portuguese in the Arabian 
Gulf during the second half of the 16th  century:  This was at a time when 
the people of Al-Katif, who were already tired of Portuguese rule, seized the 
opportunity and recovered the fortresses, handing them over to the 
Ottomans in 957 /155o 17. Murad Beg, the former beg of Koban, was 
appointed as beg over the /iv 'd of Al-1atif18. This was the first Ottoman rule 
over Al-Katif and it came to an end in 1081 H. /167o A.D., when the tribe of 
Beni Halid 19  drove them out under the leadership of Berrak b. Ghadir, their 
chieftain 20. 

It is understood from the Iceinunnöme at the beginning of the register that 
the region had sufTered at the hands of local emirs and suba~is during the 
Portuguese rule, and the atrocities did not cease even after the Ottoman 
conquest. 

Mandaville's findings on the region of Al-ffl~sa conf~ rm this fact as well. 

He argues thant as a result of such atrocities a preliminary cadastral survey 

was carried out in Labsa (Al-klasa) towards the end of the year 1553 21. 

14  On various tribal rulc over the region see 	pp. 84-12r. 

15  Sec G. Rent', art. "Al-Katil" in EI 
16  Al-Azzavi ( [949), 'Abbas, Tarih al-qrah 	 yol. 4, Baghdad, p. 44; G 

Rentz, art. "Al-Katil" in EI 

17  Al-Muslim ( 1962) P. 145; cf. Wilson (1959): A.T., The Persian Gulf, London, pp. 124-126. 
19  Ruus 209 (dated 957 H./ 155o A.D.) p. 71. See özbaran (1979), S., "The Importance 

of the Turkish Archivcs for the history of Arabia in the Sixteenth Ccntury (with Particular 

reference to the Beylerbeyliks of Yemen and Lahsa" in Studies in the Histo9,  of Arabia yol. 1 part 2, 

Riyadh University Press, p. 107. Howevcr, according to Al-Muslim (1962)- pp. 146 and 148-

the governor was most probably a ccrtain Muhammed Pa~a Ferruh who built a number of 

mosques in the arca, some of which stili stand. 

19  The nomads of this tribc, which is not rccorded in the register, owned datc groves at 

`Anek wherc thcy camc and camped during the summer scason. Sce Al-Muslim ( 1962) pp. 44-
45; G. Rentz, art. "Al-Katir in EL2  

20 See Nahlc ( t 98o): M.A. Tarih al-Aksa al-Siyasyy ( [881-1913), Kuwait, p. 36. 

21  Mandaville (1970): J., "The Ottoman Province of Al-Hasa in the Sixteenth and 

Seventeenth Centurics" in journal of the American Oriental Society yol. 90 No. 3, July-September, 

P. 488. 
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However, according to Prof. Salih özbaran the province of Labsa was 
established in 1555 and included the district of latif, Jesho, Hafa, 
Tahamiya, Ayun, Mubarrez and also Jabreyn in the middle of peninsula 22  

A few years before the establishment of Labsa Province the sancalc of Al-latif 
was included within the cadastral suvvey carried out on the province of 
Basra most probably due to the fact that the province of Labsa, as it is clear 
from a statement in the register, was not conquered yet 23. 

The survey on the /ivö of Al-latif covers pages 290-340 of the register 
numbered 282 at Istanbul Ba~bakanl~k Archive. The lcrmunneime of the /ivö of 

Al-latig 24  along with other Icönunnömes in the register had already been 

translated into French by Mantran 25 . The 4nunnr~me clearly indicates that 

the local rulers ( emirs ) took advantage of the Ottomans being Muslims and 
confiscated the properties of re' dyr~~ apart from imposing heavy taxes. It is 

mentioned in the lcdnunniime that the emirs and other afilliated officials were 

acting contrary to the shari' a 26. It is also clear from the Onunnöme that no 

4nunneime existed for the livt~~ of latif prior to the coming of Ottomans. This 
most probably was due to the fact that the shari' a laws were in force in the 

region 27 . It is also obvious that the Ottomans when preparing a icj~tunnöme 

and carrying out a register paid a great deal of attention to the previous laws 
that existed in an area. They have mostly used local vocabulary words in 

22  özbaran (1984-85): S., "A note on the Ottoman Administration in Arabia in the 

Sixteenth Century" in 1,77S, vol. 3, no. 1, Wisconsin, p. 94. 

23  In the register (defter, the study of which is undertaken in this article) it is stated: 

"Lal:Isa'dan ve deryklAn tereke gelmez olurmu~" (The goods stopped coming from Lat~sa and 

overseas), Ba~bakanl~k Archive, Th. Def. Nd: 282 p. 292. It is my understanding that had the 

Ottomans aimed at the conquest of Arab lands rather than expelling the Portuguese from the 

Arabian Gulf, they would not have delayed the conquest of Lahsa province which has very rich 

farm lands and thousands of palmtrees, a unique treasure for them. 

24  B.A. Th. Def. No: 282 pp. 290-292. 

25  Mantran (1967):R."Reglements Fiscaux Ottoman:La Province de Bassora (2e moitie du 

XVIe s.)", in journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, 10, nos. 2-3 (December) pp. 

224-227. 

26  Th. Def. 282 p. 291. 

27  Th. Def. No: 282 p. 291 "Ve viMyet-i Katif de kadimden 	terekeleri babinde 

mukarrer Itf~n olmayub..." It is worthwhile to study the question of whether there ever 

existed any hönunnd~ne for the Arab provinces prior to the coming of Turks. Although a reference 

is made to a previous hönunndme in the Ottoman hönunndme and register of Kerkuk and Dakok the 

reference is most probably to a hönunnöme either drawn by Karakoyunlus or Akkoyunlus-Tapu 

Kadastro Umum Müdürlü~ü, Ankara, Th. Def. No: n ~~ fols. la, 7a, 15a-13, 18a, 22a, 25a, 78b, 

81a. 
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order to avoid confusion amongst the re'öyd, but never ignored the pure 
Turkish words 28. 

Whatever the secondary purpose of the icnunnömes may be, their 
primary purpose is to serve as a legal reference for the registers carried out. 
The cadastral survey of Al-Katif and its Onunnöme clearly reflect this idea. 

According to R. Mantran and Prof. Salih Özbaran the cadastral survey 
of Basra, which includes Katif, was carried out sometime in 958 / 1551 29  
This means that the survey was carried out immediately after the conquest of 
the region. Therefore, a close study of the survey will give us information on 

the social and economic conditions prevailing in the area during both the 
Ottoman and the pre-Ottoman periods. The register, no doubt, furnishes 

information on population, taxation, production, location of settlements, 
ethnic groups, and tribes. The register covers the tit~ ö of Katil, two nöhiyes-

apart from Katif-, some islands, and tribes 30 . 

Population 

There is no other source as valuable as the cadastral registers for 
working out the population census of an area for the sixteenth cetury. The 

purpose behind carrying out these cadastral surveys was no doubt taxation, 
but they are accurate enought to give us a very clear picture on the 
population of any area. However, a very careful computation of the figures is 
a must. 

The Katif register when compared to some other registers has its short 
comings. One example is that the bachelors were not recorded for the city of 
Al-Katif where as in the registers such as that of Amid 31,  Kerkuk and 
Dalsok 32, Trablus~am 35, and Ruha 54  the bachelors have been recorded for 
the cities 55. It is notewothy that the bachelors were even recorded for the 

28  In Al-Katifkönunn~me the best examples for local words may be "suhre" (compelling to 

labour without wages) and "müft" (free of cost, unpaid), and for Turkish words "bürüncek" (a 

kind of head dress)-Th. Def. No: 282 pp. 291, 292. 

29  Mantran (1967) p. 225; ozbaran (1984-85) p. 96. 

30 Th. Def. No: 282 pp. 293-340. 

31  Ilhan (1977): M.M., The 1518 Ottoman Cadastral Survey of the Sancak of Amid, Ph. D. thesis 

presented to the University of Manchester, 2 VOIS, VOI. II p. 51. 

32  TKUM. Th. Def. No: it, (Dated 955 EL/1546 A.D.) fols. b-4a; 256-26a. 

33  TKUM Th. Def. No: 203 (Dated 954 H./ 1547 A.D.) fols. 4b-irb 

34  TKUM Th. Def. No: 151 (Dated 1566 A.D.) fol. 27a: (705 Muslim mücerreds and 197 

non-Muslim mücerreds were recorded). 

38  A list of registers for Anatolia giyen by Faroqhi (1979-80): S., "Taxation and Urban 

Activities in Sixteenth Cen tury Anatolia", in International journal of Turkish Studies vol. 1, No. t, 

pp. 39-43, shows that the bachelors were recorded in almost every city of Anatolia. 

Belleten C. LI, 50 
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city of Basra within the same register, which 	is a part of as 

mentioned above 36. Under these circumstances it becomes extremely 
difiicult to explain why the bachelors were not recorded for the city of Al- 

The only suggestion may be that the Ottomans did not want to put too 
much pressure on the inhabitants who had already been oppressed by the 
Portoguese and the local rulers 37. 

Taking into consideration the fact that the bachelors were not recorded 
for Al-latif city as well as for some villages, I have taken a more or less 
arbitrary multiplier of 6 for the households 38  and added the bachelors, 
wherever they were recorded, in working out the population figures giyen 
below. Another arbitrary element enters into consideration and that is the 
number of soldiers garrisoned in the city and livd, and other non-registered 
members of the 'askeri class. By analogy with Barkan's 39  conculusion on the 
same problem, I arrived at a figure of to % of the total population, and 
added this to the population figures. I also worked out seperately the 
population of three villages which had over a hundred households. I did not 
add 10 % to the estimated figure for the tribes since it is obvious that they 
could not have had any 'askeri class accompanying them in the desert ". 

Table 1: POPULATION OF THE LIV:1 OF IATIF IN 1551 

Iatif 

Housebolds Bachelors Population 

1,122 7,405 

ludily 126 3 835 

U.cm ~~ 33 38 916 

l'rut 157 42 1,078 

Other vilages ~~ ,o36 196 7,033 

Tribes 2,000 12,000 

Total 4,574 279 29,267 

36  BA Th. Def. No: 282 pp. 38-63. 

37  It is worth noticing that the scribe had written the word mücerred (bachelor) for the 

Mesihan quarter, but recorded it as "O" (zero) BA Th. Def. No: 282 p. 303. 

38  According to Mc Carthy (1979) ;"Ottoman Sources on Arabian Population" in Studies in 

the History of Arabia vol. ~~ part 2 pp. ~~ 13-133) a household in Katif, a region of Najd Sancak in the 

~~ gth century, varied between 6 to 8 members. It should be noted that Najd Sancak is misnamed 

since the so called sancak with its capital at Al-Absa' consisted of territory lying east of Najd 

proper. Cf. G. Rentz, art. "Al-K 	in EI2. 

39  Barkan (1970): OL., "Research on the Ottoman Fiscal Survey", in M.A. Cook (ed.), 

Studies in Economic History of the Middle East, London pp. 162-171. 
40 See infra. 
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There are 57 villages recorded in the register. Of these 50 were 
inhabited and the remaning seven are pointed out as being cultivated by 
non-residents such as the inhabitants of a nearby village 41 . However, it is 
also unfortunate that no household entry is recorded for the villages of 
Rahime, emm al-Kura and Cenubiyye. It is clearly pointed out that their 
inhabitants were fishermen who most probably were out in the sea fishing at 
the time when the survey took place or the surveyors simply did not bother to 
sail to the islands where the villages were situated. It is also no surprise that 
the surveyors did not fail to record the pearl-hunters of Drut island. 
However, the surveyors have recorded one group of these pearl-hunters 
without indicating whether they were the inhabitants of Drut village or 
another village on the Drut Island 42. It is also worth noticing that the 
bachelor-entries for these pearl-hunters and the villages of Drut, Udm, 
and Seybat when compared to the bachelor-entries for other villages stand 
out as very high. This most probably was due to the fact that the bachelors of 
these villages were pearl-hunters and the amount of tax due from them was 
comparatively high or simply they had a well-paid occupation. Pearl-` 
hunting could also be the reason for why these villages had high population 
densities. Another village with a high population density is Kudih and it also 
appears to be a seaside village 43 . 

It is clear from table t that the population of Al-I.atif city was higher 
than all other small villages put together. The smallest village was Zr with 
only seven households but a comparatively high income. This sea-side 
village, which was conquered during the caliphate of Ebu-Bekr 44, most 
probably was an important village with a population perhaps as high as the 
village of `Avrniyye to the north of latif43. However, it must have stopped 
flourishing when it was burned and laid waist by Ebu Sa'id al-CerW3i al-
larm"ki in 287 H. /937 A.D. ". 

The city of latif, according to the register, had seven quarters. One of 
the quarters, however, is not giyen a name and it becomes pretty difficult to 

41 	The villages of Hille-i Birkat and Hille-i Mehi~~ were cultivated by the re'öyd of C5r~ ldiys, 

and Kusuriyye villages respectively BA Th. Def. No: 282 pp. 339, 340. 

42  When we add the population of these pearl-hunters to the population of"Prut village the 

population of "Prut will be 1,527 

Al-Kudib is situated to the west of Al-Bahri. See Al-Muslim (1962) p. 46 

Al-Absai p. 15. 

45  Cf. Al-Muslim (1962) p. 41. 

46 Al-Absai pp. 84-90. 
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decide whether the scribe recorded the inhabitants of one or more than one 
quarters under this quarter since it has the heading "Mahalle nezd-i bâb-i 
kara ve cl.ire-i kal'a-i muteferrika ve Balyrni ve ~ayrihi". However, the 
statement indicates that the quarter was close to the Citadel Gate. 

There is no ethnic or religious division in the latif register, neither for 
the town of latif nor the villages. Although this may indicate that the entire 
population of both the town and the villages were Muslims and the personal 
names throughout the register verify this fact, it is pretty difikult to arrive at 
a conclusion that they were ethnically hundred percent Arabs since non-
Arab Muslims also use Arabic names. Few household entries such as "Seyyid 

'Ali veled-i 'Abdi al-Mehdi" (p. 296), "Malla `Abd al-Imam", "Seyyid 
'Alevi" and "Abd al-Nebi" (p. 300) epithets such as "Bahri", "Hindi" 
(p. 295) and "-I-. .ruti" (p. 297) 47  are certainly not enough to arrive at any 
conclusions althought they may indicate that there were people who came 
from other places and settled here. It is also worth noticing that one of the 
quarters of Iatif is called "Mahalle-i S5.c15.t" 48 , and with the exception of 
the last five entries all the households registered under this quarter have the 
title "seyyid". I also would like to point out that there is no indication in the 
register that these seyyids were tax-exempted. 

The latif region apart from I.atif town had two niihiyes (subdistricts) 
namely Zahran and Safi. Since there are no household entries in the register 
for either of the two nahiyes, wa may assume that they were only regional 
names and not towns. The number of villages that fell under the nr~lyiye of 

ahran were seven 49  and that of Saff were only four 5°. I assume that the 
villages cited from p. 335—`Anek village included—onwards fell under the 
ndhiye of Iatif since they are recorded as such. 

According to the register there were two tribes ( tdVe) with eight dans 

( cemd'at) leading a nomadic life in the area. 	̀Allyir with its eight 
clans appears to have been the chief tribe since 	Ehl-i Niky, which 
has two clans, is specifically pointed out as subject to her. Furthermore in the 
explanatory note about the tribes the reference is only to one tribe. The note 
reads as follows: 

47  The page numbers in brackets are that of BA Th. Def. No: 282. 

48  The word "sklk" ( bL. ) is the plural of "Seyyid" ( 	) meaning descendant of 
the Prophet Muhammed (p.b.u.h.). 

48  The villages recorded under ?ahran are: Alciye, ~emle, Ça~re, Tuhn, HalkJiyi, and 
Tebekk. 

50 For the villages recorded under Safra see footnote 57. 
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"The above mentioned tribe has over two thousand households. Their 
vineyards, orchards and other properties are on the Katif land; they 
themselves, most of the time, wander in the desert. Being a Bedouin Arab 
tribe, it was not possible to register their men. Said tribe comes and trades at 
a place called Kayzara 'Azar for about two months and then returns to the 
desert" 51 . 

It is also stated in the register that there is a dye-house with an income of 
about 20,000 akçes belonging to this tribe but with no timaroit 52 . 

Taxation 

The taxation system of Katif region showed a uniformity with only very 
minor discrepencies. The könunnöme at the beginning of the register covers 
most of the taxes. The register itself clarifies the agricultural taxes, mostly 
those levied in the villages. It is also no surprise that the register and 
könunnöme throw light on the amount and portion of the dues as well as the 
currency they are paid in. The register, furthermore, indicates that the dues 
from Katif town were mostly commercial where as those from the villages 
were almost entirely agricccultural. 

The proceeds from the taxes recorded under Katif town, which 
amounted to 202,900 akçes, went to the Imperial Treasure. The remaining 
53,500 akçes went to the Aftr-i Livö s3. The proceeds for the Imperial 
Treasure were mainly from Katirs slaughter-house, cottonmill, seaport and 
iittiS~~b 54  dues as well as from the gate-tax on goods entering or leaving 
through its gates. An income of 52,000 akçes from the island of "]Prut also 
went to the Imperial Treasury. The proceeds of AlTr-i Livö, apart from the 
tax levied on pearlfishery of `Anek village, were mainly from the taxes levied 
on Katirs dyehouse, pearlhunter's ships, and pearlmerchants. The so called 
penal dues (böd-i havö) 55  also constituted a part of Mfr-i Livds proceeds. 

51  BA Th. Def. 282 p. 340. 

52  BA Th. Def. No: 282 p. 340; See infra. 

53  However, a decree in BA Ruus 209 p. 71 (dated 957 H. /155o A.D.) reads as folows: "the 
liva of Qatif, dependent on Basra, has been giyen to Murad beg, the beg of Koban, with an 
annual revenue of 300,000 akce". See özbaran (1979) p. 1437. 

54  //liiSib dues most probably included taxes levied on market goods and local trade. Cf. 
Barkan (1943): 0.L., XV ve XVI inci asirlarda Osmanl~~ Imparatorlu~unda zirai ekonominin hukuki ve 

mali esaslar:, L Kanunlar, Istanbul, p. 123; Art. "Ihtisab" in E/2; Tuncer (1962), H., Osmanl~~ 

Imparatorlu~unda Toprak Hukuku, Arazi Kanunlari ve Kanun Ac~klamalan, Ankara, pp. 156-162. 
55  B&I-i hayli is defined in the hinunnitmes as dues exacted for weddings, various breaches of 

the law, deeds of çiftlik and dwellings, winter quarters of nomads, apprehension of straying 
animals or fugitive slaves and similar exactions. See Tuncer (1962), pp. 29 and 120-121; 

Faroqhi (1979-80), p. 25; Also see infra. 
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The taxes levied in the villages reflect almost the same pattern and gives 
us an idea about the agricultural background of the region as a whole. 

It is no surprise that the highest income in every village was from the tax 

levied on dates. Although the income that proceeded from the tax levied on 

wheat was generally higher than the taxes levied on other agricultural 
produces, it was far below that of dates. 

According to the könunnöme as well as the figures entered in the register 
the tax on dates was ~~ /5th of the yield at 25 akçes per ha~~af while the taxes on 

cereal crops were ~~ /8th of the yield at 16 akçes per vezn for wheat, beans, 
barley and Indian peas 56, 10 akçes per vezn for rice, millet and Indian corn, 

and finally 53 akçes per vezn for sesame 57. Although it is neiher clear from the 

kdnunnöme nor the register, it is my guess that the taxes on cotton and fruits 
were most probably either /5' or 1 /8' of the yield at 25 akçes per vezn 58. 

Other types of taxes levied in the villages were wharf-tax such as that of 
T5.rut village, date-store tax in `Anek village and penal taxes called br~d-i 

havd. There was also a dye-house belonging to `Amayir tribe with an 

estimated tax of 20,000 akçes 59. 

The standart currency appears to have been the small silver coin called 

akçe. In the kr~nunnöme it is written that a mankir is a sixth of an akçe, and a 

mulyammedi is equal to sixteen akçes 60 . 

The dates were measured in hi~fe (pl. hi~al) which most probably meant 

a standart size basket made of palm-trees. The crops, however, were 
measured both in vezn and tigar. According to the entries in the register 

twenty vezn were equal to one tigar. 

Apart from the group of revenues in latif town, T5.rut island, and 
`Anek village due to either Imperial Treasure or 	Livd as pointed above, 

there is neither mention of fief-holders nor any indication to where the 

revenues from villages went to. This is no doubt due to the fact that the Arab 

provinces were farmed out on salydne status, that is the revenues were 

56  Indian peas were in fact worth 325 akçes per ligar that is 16.25 akçes per vezn. 

57  However, it appears that the rate for sesame in the villages of Cebele, Sira', Müveyla, 

and ~erriye, alt of which fell under the nahiye of Safra, was 33 akces per vezn. Cf. footnote 50. 

58  I would like to point out here that the rate of tax on cotton according to the könunnömes 

published by Barkan (1943) varied between a sixth to a tith. However, the rate was f~xed ata 

fifth in Amid according to the 1518 register.See Ilhan (1977) p. 7. 

59  BA Th. Def. 282 p. 340. 

60 Ibid p. 290. 
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collected for the treasury and the salaries of soldiers and other officials were 
paid from the annual taxes collected 61 . 

Economi c Activities 

The economy of the 1ivö ofIatifwas overwhelmingly agricultural and 
pastoral. The area was mostly covered with palm-trees as it is today and the 
land was suitable for rich agricultural products ranging from wheat to 
cotton. Pearl-hunting and fishery provided the main income for the villages 
on the seaside and islands as well as for Iatif town. Katif town served as a 
trading centre not only for the region but also for most parts of the Gulf area. 
There were merchant ships coming from Hormuz, Basra, Ebu~ehir, Bahreyn 
and even from India into Katifharbour 62. 

Katif town was also a centre for industrial undertakings and crafts. 
There was a dye-house in the town and according to the Onunnöme various 
types of textiles such as kiryds ( 	), aldcd (striped stuff), destar (towel) and bez 

(linen cloth) were woven in the town itself. 

The epithets added to personal names are very few and are limited to 
the entries for Iatif town. However, these epithets which describe an 
individual's trade and craft indicate the existence of various types of local 
trades and crafts as such. Although very few, the epithets in the register are as 
follows: carpenter, tailor, butcher, architect, broker, perfumer and maker of 
leather-shields 63. 

The data that we can drive from this or any other register is abundant. 
However, an accurate interpretation of this data no doubt depends on other 
affiliated documents preserved in the Ba~bakanlik Archives in Istanbul. 
However, there are more than one hundred million documents in the 
Ba~bakanlik Archives and about 15 % of them are catalogued and available 
to scholars. An initial study like this on any province or district will no doubt 
arouse the interest of scholars for further research and will serve as proof that 
no research on any province that fell under Ottoman rule will ever be 
complete without the study of relevant documents in the Ottoman Archives. 
The study of the register of latif, as I have pointed out above, brings to light 
at least some aspects of the history of the latifdistrict during the Ottoman as 
well as pre-Ottoman rule. 

" BA,RUUS210,211,212 (dated H.960;213,214 (dated H. 962); 216 (dated H. 965); 217 

(dated H. 966). Cf. özbaran (1979) pp. 107,11o. 

62  BA Th. Def. 282 p. 290. 

63  BA Th. Def. 282 pp. 294-301. 
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APPENDICES* 

NAHIYES AND VILLAGES: POPULATION AND TAX-YIELDS 

Katif p. 294-305 

Households Bachelors Tl. Revenue 

1,122 202,900 

Beni Saban Quarter pp. 294-295 '94 
S53:15.t Quarter p. 296 48  
Beni Murr Quarter pp. 296-297 I 24 

Matar Quarter pp. 297-300 255 

Yemin Quarter pp. 300-301 I 2 I 

The Quarter near "B"-i Kal'a-i ve 
da'ire-i Kal'a-i Muteferrika ve Bah-
rani ve ~ayrihi" p. 301-304 354 
MeshiW Quarter p. 304-305 26 

Alçiye p. 329 ~~ 7 6,200 

`Anek p. 335-336 29 11 5,940  
`Av5.miyye p. 310-311 46  14 I 0,5oo 

C5.rudiyye p. 323 3 ~~ I 2 4,830 
Cebele p. 333 1 4 2 5,240  

Cenubiyye p. 339 (See Cezire-i 
Tennure...) 
Cev~i~~ Huzeymat, Al-p. 324 2 I 15,250 

Ce~, Al- p. 319-320 26 6 3,500 

Cubeyliye p. 320 26 7 3,796  
Cüneyniyye p. 319 20 6 2,650 

Cüzzeyre p. 325 13 4,000 

Ça~re p. 330 13 5,320 

De~i~~ Cehim (?) p. 338 4,750 
~adavra p. 321-322 29 9 5,000 

* Abbreviations used in the Appendices: Tl.: Total Cm.: Cema'at-i Tf.: Ta'ife-i p.: refers 
to the page numbers of the original register preserved in the BA (Tahrir Defter No. 282). 
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Halabiyyi p. 331 

Harif, Al- p. 337 

Ha~ifiyye p. 308-309 

Hille-i Birkt p. 339 

IN 1551 

Hoseholds 

793 

Bachelors Tl. Revenue 

14 

53 18 

I ,72o 

5,250 

~~ 2,800 

4,000 

Hille-i Mehi~~ p. 340 6,280 

Huleyliyye p. 3 ~~ 5 ~~ 5 5,520 

Kan p. 336 I 7 4 3,350  
Khab5.ke p. 337 Il 8,520 

Kudih p. 305-306 ~~ 26 3 33,250 

Kü~u'l-Hacer p. 323 ~~ 7 3 3,500 

Ku~uriyye p. 325-26 (See the village 
of Mahbele~ ) 

Lacam p. 311-313 133 38 20,250 

Mahbele~~ ve Ku~uriyye pp. 325-26 23 7 6,000 

Mansuriyye p. 307 23 6 
4,530  

Masadel p. 309-31 o 26 9 4,344 
Mellahe p. 323 I 2 ~~ 4,250 

Menteze p. 321 23 5 4,890 
Mufedda', 21-i p. 314 16 2,525 

Muhammed, 2-M-i p. 3 ~~ 3-3 ~~ 4 19 5,000 

Muvey15, p. 334 9 ~~ 9,860 

Nakre p. 306-307 ~~ 7 3 6,990 

Rahha p. 337 6,500 

Rahime p. 339 (See Cezire-i 
Tennure; 
R5si p. 339 3,825 

Safra, N5,hiye-i p. 333 

Sebekiyye p. 310 27 5 6,130 

Seyhat p. 327-328 48  '5 8,525 

SeUhif p. 327 ~~ 3 4 4,250  

Seyh p. 328 35 9 4,000 

Sir.ciyye p. 336-337 10 4,500 
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Sude p. 322 

Süleyman p. 307-308 

ILHAN 

Households Bachelors 	Tl. Revenue 

24 

43 6 

8,000 

15,800 

~emle p. 329-330 o 4,400 

~eniyye p. 314 ii 6,000 

~erriye p. 334-335 24 5 9,550  
~ira' p. 333 20 5 9,925 

~üveyke p. 338 4,250  

Tarut (a village on the island of 
Tarut) pp. 315-317 1 57 42  52,000 

Cem5.'at-i ~eyykln-i m5.hi ve lü'lü' 
Cezire-i Tkut p. 317-318 65 20 

Tebekk p. 331-332 77 3 4,500 

Tuhan p. 330-331 

ümmü'l-Kur5. p. 339 (See Cezire-i 

19 3,280 

Tennure) 
Zahran, 	p. 328 

Z ~r ~~ p. 338 7 5,940  

Zebebiyye, Al-, p. 338 12 3,050 

Züveyke, p. 324 11 5,630 

TOTAL 2,574 279 399,860 

ISLANDS 

Tkut,p. 339 

Tennure ve Re's ve 
Cüneyb p. 339 

(See the village of Drut and Cern5~ 'at-i 

(The villages of Rahime, ümmü'l-lra and Cenu-
biyye cited under these islands have already been 
listed under the "Nahiyes and Villages...") 
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TRIBES (See p. 340) 

Abu al-Dulf, Cm. 

'Ali ~eyb Musa b. Muhammed, Cm. Al-i 

'Am4rir, Tf. 

Macid ~eyh ~ebeb ve `Asaf, Cm. Al-i 

NUni' ~eyh Isim b. Seyl, Cm. Al-i 

MülArek ~eyh 'Ali b. ~ffilim ve Merfut, Cm. Al-i 

Mufarra', Cm. Al-i 

Nilcyan tabi'-i 'Am4rir, Tf. Ehl-i 

Tube ~eyh SMim b. R4id, Cm. Al-i 

Yezid, Cm. Beni 

(CUSTOMS) REGULATION FOR THE PORT OF IATIF 

The merchandise coming from Hürmüz, Basra, Ebu~ehir, Bahreyn and 
other ports (into 	are taxed at six percent. Turbans, kündeki , cloth 
( 	), garments ( 	), wheat, rice and other cereals are also taxed at six 
percent. ~~ 6 akçes is taken from each kilo of indigo. The dates loaded on boats 
and destined for trade from 1.atifor the environs of I.atifare taxed at 16 akçes 

per 8 baskets. Traditionally oil has never been taxed. Therefore, this old 
tradition must be preserved and no tax be imposed on oil in keeping with this 
custom. Linen cloth, striped stuff, muslin and flaxen fabric or any other 
material passing through or (lit. and) woven and sold in latif is taxed at 2 

akçes per 100. 

Merchant ships coming from Hürmüz, India or any other distant or 
neighbouring ports and anchoring in latif had an anchorage tax imposed of 
3 mul~ammedis per ship: of this ~~ multammedi— which is (equal to) 16 akçes—

and which was levied by the agents of ~ffil-bender (a provast of seaport) is to 
be maintained, but nothing more to be taken from the labourers. In 
accordance with that very ancient regulation 2 majzummedis are to be taken 
for the treasury (Miri) and I mullammedi to be taken by the agents. 
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REGULATIONS OF KATIF'S GATES AND TAYYARAT * 

6 man kur is ~~ akçe. If a resident of Katif buys a camel bad of rice, wheat 
and barley to trade it abroad, he is taxed 2 cosmanis and 2 mankurs for each 

2 
bad. The small dealer's shops in Katif (are taxed) 8 cosmanis and 2 mankurs 

per month, the bakeries 2 	akçes, the harise ( 	?) shops existing in 
Katif 4 akçes per month, the cucumber shops 5 akçes per month during the 
cucumber season. The tax on melon-shops is 21 cOSTfianiS and 2 mankurs during 
the melon season and on the onion (shops) I cosmani and 2 mankurs per month 
during the onion season. The ships of Katirs port indulging in commerce 
(buying and selling) are taxed 2 -- akçes per 100 each ship. The fresh fish 
caught (lit. coming from) in the sea for sale is taxed 1 man kur per Katif menn. 

The celldh (? 	c.51,-) shops in Katif (town), Drut island, `Anek ports, 
and (any other) cellöh shops in the Katif (region) are all taxed 4 akçes per 
month. The tax on oxen slaughtered in Katif is te head, one menn meat and 
the skin; (it) a camel slaughtered, 24 akçes according to the Katif reckoning; 
(it') a sheep slaughtered in Katif 4 akçes and its head. The (shops of) rice- 
dealers in the market are taxed 2 akçes per month; the cloth merchants 4 

2 
akçes; (and) butter none. 

REGULATION OF COTTON MILLS 

The carding cotton arriving at the miii is taxed 5 cosmanis and 2 mankurs; 

the Divön takes half and miii masters take the other half. 

REGULATIONS OF KATIF'S DYE-HOUSE 

The blue cloth measuring 24 cubits is taxed 9 cosmanis and 2 mankurs. 

The gold embroidered cloth, measuring 24 cubits, is taxed 32 akçes. The gold 
coloured embroidery thread is taxed 64 akçes per Katif menn; (and) blue 
colured 14 -L2  cosmanis The gold ebroidered 4 ar~un long gauze veil that 
women use to cover their heads is taxed 4 akçes; the amount for the blue 
(veil) is the same. 

* Although Mantran (1967) p. 274 has translated this word as markets deriving his 
information most probably from the context under this heading, I believe it most probably 
refers to jumble taxes. I arrive at this conclusion by comparing this context and the document in 
my article "Diyarbakir Fatihi ve Beylerbeyi Biyikli Mehmed Pa~a" in Atatürk ve Diyarbakir, 
Diyarbakir 1981,    pp. 154-156: The village of Alipinari was a small village and could not have 
had markets because it is so near to the city of Diyarbekr that the markets in Diyarbekr would 

have giyen no chance to any markets surviving in this village. Furthermore "...sa'ir 	havki 
ve tayykati..." and the contexts of the passage under this heading may indicate it to be jumble 
or irregular taxes. 
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The tax collected for the Miri (Treasury) from the boats pearlfishing (in 
the sea-area that falls) between Müslimiye port and ahran district is 5 
mulyammedis from the big, 4 mulyammedis from the medium and 3 mulyammedis 
from the small boats. The tax collected as divdnlik from the merchants who 
buy and seli pearls in their shops is 4 mulyammedis from a big, 2 mulyammedis 
from a medium, and ~ muj~ammedi from a small merchant. 

The tax on dates is ~~ / 5th and no more than ~~ /5th, and on barley, 
wheat, rice and millet and other cereals no more than ~~ /8th. 

After the conquest an illegel tax called mi'möriye and vuk4f~ye had been 
innovated and farmed out as muk&a'a; because of the re'4yris' increasing 
complaints and because of its wide-range harm in the province it is abolished 
in the present registration. And the magistrates have, contrary to the shari'a, 
been seizing for the treasury the property of deceased shi'ites-the re'aya on a 
doctrine in contradiction to the four mezhebs-despite them having heirs. 
Hereafter, nothing, contrary to the shari'a, will be seized for the treasury (be 
claimed as Beytu'l-mdl) from the deceased who have heirs. 

And at times when there is bad weather the ships of many Muslims are 
wrecked. The magistrate takes half of the bad of these ships when rescued. 
This also, being in contradiction to the shari'a, is abolished. 

Katif is a commercial town (with a port) for trade where there have 
been at times scarcity of grains; those who are the masters of sea-borne trade 
do not allow the sale of grain coming from sea to Muslims (even) at a daily 
market price. (Instead) they impose their own rotten and stinking grain on 
the people of the market to be sold at a high price. This situation has 
prevented the coming of grain from Labsa and (over) seas. This beign in 
contradiction to (Imperial) order (decree) and law (sharc), is abolished. 
Hereafter, they must not do this, so that the grain may come from the 
vicinity and thus no grain scarcity would fall upon Muslims. 

In the province of Iatif, since former times, there has been no fixed 
kdnunniime regarding re'rgr~'s grain; and therefore, an excessive quantity has 
been levied from the re' rv~d. Everyday 40 or 50 donkeys have inordinately 
been exacted from the people of every village and town. The re' 4yrt have, by 
way of forced labour, been demanded by the magistrates to give their own 
akçes (?), to carry water and do some other services (for them). Presently the 
province is registered and the law is fixed. (Therefore), from now on the 
re'4ya-  having paid the divdnlik of their grains in accordance with the defter 

(register) will not, to the countrary of the magestic law, serve the magistrates 
by way of forced labour. 
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The re'öyr~~ have, by way of forced labour, been carrying forage for the 
magistrates everyday. This, beign considered as an utter injustice to the 
re'tyr~, is also abolished. And the subr~~is of ndhiyes and that of town have been 
leeching the fodder and food of the re'öyr~~ everyday without any payment. 
This, being in contradiction to the magestic law, is also abolished. It should 
not happen from now on. If this leeching continues then the magistrate of 
law must obtain them their akçes in return. 
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